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Abstract 

This paper takes a critical look at the teaching of English Language to ensure 
socio-economic transformation in Nigeria. It realizes that for anyone to 
engage in any venture successfully and interact freely in the society, there is a 
greater need to use English Language in a very specialized way. The paper 
therefore advocates for the adoption of teaching English Language for 
specific purposes which is based on use of English according to context.  This 
method, from our discussion, will ensure professional use of the language in 
the different fields of human endeavour and thereby enhances productivity. 
The paper highlights some problems besetting the teaching of English and 
proffers solutions some of which include the call on the government to abolish 
her discriminatory tendencies in giving incentives to science and technology 
on one end and English Language students/teachers on the other. 

 
English Language Education for Socio-Economic Transformation 

Language is a distinctively human system of communication based on oral and 
written symbols. It is a pan-human development, a behavioural aspect of human beings 
which serves as a point of differentiation from animals (Olaoye, 2007, p.1) describes 
language as the fundamental attribute of man which gives form and character to his 
existence through his ability to create symbols and ascribe meanings and interpretations 
to them. according to Adeyi (2001, p.172), language is the most important and simplest 
medium of communication. Without language, no human society can exist and no 
culture can fully develop. As he puts it, “We cannot reason, produce and articulate 
ideas as human beings or have a sense of belonging to any particular ethnic group 
without language.” Eka (2000) says that language is a purely human and non-
instinctive way of communicating ideas, emotions and desires by means of voluntarily-
produced symbols.  According to him, it is a system of arbitrary vocal symbols which 
permits all people in a given culture to communicate and to interact. 
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The object of language is communication. The place of communication in 
human development cannot be over-emphasized as it touches every sphere of man’s 
activities. In fact, the use of language for communication is underscored because it is 
one of the means through which culture is made psychologically active within the child 
through the agent of socialisation of which the school is one. It is also through 
communication via language that social roles are ascribed to the learner for societal 
growth and transformation. 
 
A Brief History of the Advent of English and Its Importance in Nigeria  

English Language was introduced in Nigeria during the pre-colonial era when 
Portuguese traders arrived in Nigeria in 1842 at Badagry, Lagos (Eka, 2000). However, 
its use was intensified during the colonial period which the British came to colonize the 
country. According to Bamgbose in Spencer (1971) quoted in Eka (2000), “Of all the 
legacies and heritage left behind in Nigeria by the British at the end of colonialism, 
none is as important as the English Language.” 

Today, English has assumed a very high status in Nigeria. It is now the official 
language, the language of government, business and commerce, mass media, education 
and administration as well as the language of internal and external communication. In 
other words, English Language serves as an official tool for administrative instruction 
and minutes, government records, legislation, court records and proceedings, contract 
and most advertisements.  In education, it is the language of instruction in schools from 
the primary to the university level. It is only in areas where there is a dominant mother 
tongue that pupils from Primary One to Four are taught in their mother tongue (L1). 

For reasons that products of schools are employed in different fields or 
admitted into higher institutions of learning, proficiency in English Language is a 
requisite qualification. Even in higher institutions, remedial and general English are 
provided to get students adequately equipped for the demands of higher education 
which is exclusively given in English.  Furthermore, as mentioned before, the media in 
Nigeria also make elaborate use of the English Language. Most television and radio 
programmes are transmitted in English; so also does the print arm of the media write 
most of its new report in English.  Beyond these, most literary works such as prose, 
poetry and drama are written in English and the pleasure that can be derived from 
reading these works depends largely on one’s level of attainment of proficiency in 
English. Also, due to the global dominance of English today, Nigerians use English for 
external communication, hence they are therefore afforded the opportunity of 
communicating with people from various countries of the world. 
 
The Concept of English Language Education 

As far as this paper is concerned, English Language education simply refers to 
the formal teaching of English Language in schools through organised and planned 
process of education. 
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The term education as defined by Fafunwa (1975 p.10) “… is the aggregate of 
all processes by which a child or young adult develops abilities, attitudes, skills and 
other forms of behaviour which are of positive value to the society in which he lives”. 
He maintains that it is a process for transmitting or disseminating knowledge either to 
ensure social control and easy governance or to guarantee rational direction of the 
society or both. 

The aim of education is to equip the new member of society with skills, values 
and attitudes which are desirable for successful living and societal growth and 
development.  Afia (2011, p.1) describes education as an instrument “par excellence”.  
This is so because it is an indispensable tool for national development 

Educating people in the art of using the English Language in Nigeria is onerous 
and a specialised task which demands highly qualified and proficient teachers to handle 
considering the fact that English is a second language in Nigeria.  

Although English enjoys between five and eight teaching periods on the time 
table, particularly in primary and secondary schools, the teaching of this subject in the 
nation’s schools has its own problems.  By far, and according to Awobuluyi (2012), the 
most serious problem has to do with the quality of the teachers available for the 
teaching of the language.  Nearly all such teachers are L2 speakers today have certain 
degrees of imperfection mostly in their written and spoken forms of language that they 
cannot impart the knowledge of the language to their pupils with confidence to make 
matters worse, most of such teachers have no training in contrastive linguistics and are 
therefore unable to understand and consequently devise effective pedagogical strategies 
for combating the mostly mother-tongue induced kinds of learners’ errors that recur in 
their pupils written and oral performance in the language. 
Another problem besetting the teaching of English relates to the books that are 
available locally in the language.  Although Nigeria has come a long way with regards 
to the production of locally written texts in English as noted by Awobuluyi (2012), a lot 
of books, particularly for children still have to be imported from abroad. As such, 
books written to serve the needs of other cultures other than ours are brought in thereby 
bringing the problem of cultural inappropriateness.  Beyond these problems, other ones 
could be solved through hardwork and determination; this is not the case for 
unsatisfactory quality of teachers of English available for the nation’s schools. 
 
The Concept of Socio-economic Transformation 

Socio-economic transformation as a variable in this work refers to positive, 
valuable and desirable changes in the social and economic sub-sectors of the society. 
The society is made up of the people so talking about positive, desirable and valuable 
changes (transformation) in the society refers to positive changes in the social and 
economic lives of the people which in turn double as indices of civilization, growth and 
development. Hence, it could rightly be said that when the people are transformed, the 
society is transformed and vice-versa. 

English Language Education for Socio-Economic Transformation in Nigeria 
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English Language Education for Socio-economic Transformation 
Education is an important tool for societal transformation. The society is not 

transformed in the mind, but through the use of language. Basically, there is no 
education without language.  Education in Nigeria thrives through the use of the 
English Language. The National Policy on Education (NPE) formulated in 1977 and 
revised in 1981, 1998 and 2004 assigns to English Language the role of serving as the 
language of instruction from the fourth year of a six-year primary course to the tertiary 
level.  This is done in realisation of the importance of this language in bringing about 
the desired changes both socially and economically in the lives of Nigerians and 
Nigeria as a country (Alobo, 1999). 

Teaching English Language for socio-economic transformation calls for a set 
of factors.  These include well-trained and qualified English Language teachers, 
analyses of the students and their backgrounds, analyses of their needs to enable one 
design curricula that are appropriate to their needs and levels and analyses of the needs 
of the nation. English Language education for socio-economic transformation goes 
beyond the teaching of General English otherwise called English as a second language 
to what is called English for Specific Purposes which requires the services of highly-
trained professional English Language teachers. 

Talking about English for specific purposes, we should understand that here 
students are usually adults who already have some acquaintance with English and are 
learning the language in order to communicate a set of professional skills and to 
perform particular job-related functions. An ESP programme is therefore built on an 
assessment of purposes and needs and the functions for which English is required 
hence, English for specific purposes concentrates more on language in context and 
varieties than on a mere teaching of grammar and language structures (Ofuani & 
Idaforo, 2011). 

Since it is the sum total of human occupational activities that determine the 
level of development in a place, tailoring English Language teaching according to the 
professional and occupational needs of the citizens in Nigeria will certainly bring about 
socio-economic transformation in the nation. 

This type of language education covers subjects varying from accounting, 
science and technology, computer, business management, journalism, law, teaching, oil 
and gas, and others.  according to Fiorito (2005) in Awobuluyi (2012), the focal point 
in English for Specific Purposes is that English is not taught as a subject separated from 
the students’ real world or wishes, and the needs of society; instead, it is integrated into 
a subject matter area important for the development and transformation of both the 
learners and the society.  This means that occupational varieties of English are taught in 
addition to the teaching of General English which is aimed at providing learners the 
knowledge of using English for ordinary and mere communication’s sake. It could 
therefore be linked with teaching English for use based on context of situation. 
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Generally, language as the chief means of communication performs social 
functions and operates within the context of situation. The term “context of situation” 
implies essentially that language comes of life when functioning in an environment. It 
is not realized in isolation, but always in relation to a scenario, that is some background 
of persons, or actions or events from which things which are said derive their meaning.  
Deriving meaning in language means attaining success in communication and their 
success could in turn bring transformation to an individual or place – Palmer (1996, p. 
44). Gregory and Carroll (1978) explain context as the world in which language is used. 
According to this source, every profession has its language and everyone must speak 
the language of his profession. A lawyer should speak like a lawyer, use the language 
of the legal profession; a pastor, the language of religion and the scientist, the language 
of science. This will lead to success in communication which in turn will lead to 
development and socio-economic transformation. 
 
Challenges and the Way Forward 

Apart from unqualified teachers and inappropriate textbooks, almost all 
scholars outside those who take studies in English Language are often heard saying that 
they cannot spend time and money to learn English in the higher institutions of learning 
because according to them, English Language is a very simple course which does not 
require effort on the part of anyone to study. This is one of the problems. This set of 
thinkers fail to understand that English Language is a complex entity and so requires 
careful study if advanced meaningful communication which is devoid of ambiguity 
must be attained. They also fail to know that as a non-indigenous language saddled 
with a great responsibility in a strange land, proper knowledge and competence in it is a 
necessity for efficient communication. 

Secondly, government through academic policies and programmes in schools, 
particularly the higher institutions seem to have lost bearing with the importance of 
proper acquisition of the knowledge of English. This is seen in the teaching of English 
only as a general study course at a mere use of English level which is very shallow and 
is intended just to help students in other fields to barely communicate without having 
any in-depth knowledge of it. This is quite inadequate. An in-depth teaching of all 
aspects of English Language should be made compulsory for all students in all fields 
from Year One to their final year in higher institutions. In other words, the study of 
English in higher institutions from College of Education to the university should go 
beyond a mere Use of English or what is normally referred to as GSE or GST, to a 
regular and compulsory course where all aspects of the language are taught to all 
students irrespective of their subject or course combination or discipline. 

Socio-economic transformation in any country or place occurs when citizens in 
different walks of life engage in their chosen endeavours or fields successfully. 
Designing the English Language curriculum which will provide the language needs of 
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different professionals in different fields will ensure immediate socio-economic 
transformation. 

True professionalism should be introduced at all levels of education where 
English Language is taught in Nigeria. A situation where a teacher in the primary (and 
even in secondary) school is made to teach all subjects include the English Language 
when he/she did not study and was not trained to teach such a subject only calls for 
serious concern.  Such a practice should be discontinued forthwith, since this will lead 
to the laying of a poor foundation in the subject for learners; rather, well-trained and 
certificated teachers of English Language should be recruited to handle the teaching of 
English to ensure effective results. 

The training of English Language teachers should be given adequate 
prominence as is done for their counterparts in the oil and gas science and technology 
areas. They should be given adequate incentives to motivate them. Right now in 
Nigeria, it is common knowledge that students of English are given peanut as bursary 
by government while those in science and technology are given millions of naira, 
laptops and other incentives as a way of motivating them in their studies. Even among 
lecturers in higher institution of learning who go for in-service training, this disparity 
exists. TETFUND allocates more money for those in science and other fields than 
English. Government should not be discriminatory; she should note that to speak the 
language of science and technology, law and other professions, there must be an 
English Language teacher to teach those on these professions. Neglecting  English 
Language teachers and celebrating those in science and technology is like rejecting the 
bird that the lays the golden egg while accepting the egg. The implication here is 
obvious. 

It is the view of this paper that without proper teaching of English Language, 
the “Bring back the book” project of the present federal government will be an illusion 
because most of the reading materials used in this project is written in English 
Language. The same goes for E-libraries. Day-in, day-out, science and technology 
students and even those in law are sent abroad for further studies in reputable 
universities and institutes, but how many English Language teachers/students enjoy 
such incentives? These discriminatory tendencies should be addressed if the goal for 
teaching English for socio-economic transformation must be achieved. 
 
Conclusion  

This paper discusses the teaching of English Language for socio-economic 
transformation in Nigeria, it traces the advent English in Nigeria and its status as an 
official and the language of social integration and economic transformation. The paper 
reveals that in spite of obvious importance of English in bringing about socio-economic 
transformation in Nigeria, its teaching right from the primary school is handled by non-
professional English teachers; and in the higher institution, English Language is merely 
taught to all student at the Use of English or GST or GSE level which is shallow and 
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very grossly inadequate. The paper finally advocates for the teaching of English for 
specific purposes to make for its proper use in different fields to bring about the socio-
economic transformation of individual and the government at large. 
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